2013 ford escape

At the same time, the Ford Escape is not the worst model year for Ford Escape, the number and
type of problems reported raise red flags on this vehicle. Luckily, multiple websites allow
people to provide information about mechanical problems they face during the lifetime of their
vehicles. For instance, the Ford Escape received a total of reported complaints on
carcomplaints. In this article, we provide the results of our intensive reviews to most reported
complaints about the Ford Escape. In summary, we indicate the problem category, suggested
repair options and repair costs, and the mileage at which the problem occurred. This way, the
article helps current owners for the Ford Escape predict the type of mechanical problems they
will face. Furthermore, our article assists new shoppers in making an informed decision about
whether to buy this vehicle or not. According to Cars. The vehicle was featured for the great
handling, the good fuel economy, and the relatively roomy cargo space. The Ford Escape seats
up to five passengers and gets from 21 to 23 miles per gallon on city roads and 28 to 33 miles
per gallon on the highways. The vehicle comes with either a front-wheel-drive or an
all-wheel-drive option and provides up to horsepower. This vehicle comes with either a 1. This
engine is associated with a six-speed automatic transmission. The Ford Escape provides from
1, to 2, lbs of towing capacity. In this section, we provide a summary of the most reported
problems about the Ford Escape Problems. Most reported problems about this vehicle were
related to either the engine, the interior, the transmission, the body, and paint, or the steering.
Engine problems are one of the worst types of problems any driver would like to deal with.
Engine repair costs are usually at the high-end when it comes to mechanical repairs.
Unfortunately, the most reported problems about the Ford Escape are related to the engine.
These problems included engine stalling, check engine light illuminating, engine failure, and
engine fire. More than forty people reported engine stalling suddenly without any warning signs.
To get the problem resolved, they had to either replace the fuel sensor, the coolant bypass
valve, the wiring, or the electronic throttle body. The check engine light is used by the internal
computer of the vehicle to tell if there is a mechanical problem. Frequent check engine light
illuminating was reported by many owners of the Ford Escape. The problem was resolved by
either replacing the wiring harness, the turbocharger, or the sensor. More than ten owners
reported engine failure with their 73, miles Ford Escape. Surprisingly, engine problems were
reported by the same vehicles more than one time. These owners had to install a new engine
more than one time in the same vehicle. Five owners also reported engine fire despite their
regular maintenance to the vehicles. While they did not provide information about repair options
or repair costs, they indicated that engine fire occurred mostly at vehicles around 41, miles.
Following engine problems, the Ford Escape interior problems were the second most reported
by current and previous owners. Most interior problems were either related to the navigation
system, the plastic used in the interior, the audio system, or the seating. Several owners
reported that their navigation system suddenly shut down without any warning signs. This shut
down extended to the climate, sound, and telephone. The problem was resolved by installing a
new module or hard reboot. The complaints did not include information about repair costs.
However, they indicated that navigation problems occurred mostly at vehicles around 13, miles.
The problem was resolved by pushing off the buttons. Lastly, more than five owners reported
having severed pain when driving the Ford Escape due to the uncomfortable seating. These
owners had relatively new vehicles with about 6, miles. Similar to engine problems,
transmission problems are also one of the worst types of mechanical problem that requires
high repair costs. Most reported transmission problems with this vehicle were related to
transmission failure, transmission slipping, and transmission shifting unexpectedly. At least 20
owners reported a complete transmission failure suddenly and in the middle of the traffic
without a clear reason why, and despite the regular maintenance and the gentle use.
Transmission failure occurred mostly at vehicles around 72, miles. Transmission slipping was
also reported by many owners of the Ford Escape with about 66, miles. Most owners showed
great frustration about this problem as they owned the vehicle for less than six months. At least
two owners complained that their transmission would shift on its own without touching it, which
made driving completely unsafe. The problem was reported by vehicles around 17, miles. Body
and paint problems were the fourth most reported problem category about this vehicle. Body
and paint problems included issues with the door latch, premature rust, issues with the power
liftgate, and bubbling paint. It looks like door latch issues were not only reported about this
Ford model; other different models around the same year had issues with the broken door latch.
The problem with this model was resolved by either replacing the door locking system or the
door latch. The problem was resolved by repainting the part. While the complaints did not
include information about repair costs, they mentioned that excessive rust occurred mostly at
vehicles around 48, miles. A group of owners also reported a malfunction with the power
liftgate. They had to reboot the computer to get the problem resolved. Issues with the power lift

occurred mostly at vehicles around 5, miles. Paint bubbling was also another common problem
about the Ford Escape body and paint. The complaints did not include information about repair
options or repair costs, but parts needed a repaint. This issue occurred mostly at vehicles
around 58, miles. Steering problems were also reported many times about the Ford Escape.
These problems included issues with the power steering, the steering assist fault, and issues
with the steering sensitivity. The power steering failure was still reported by owners of the
model, although the company recalled to the models for the same problem, as mentioned by
one of the owners. To get the problem resolved, they had to either replace the steering rack, the
sealed power steering unit, or the pinion. The Ford Escape also had issues with the steering
assist. The issue with this part caused several owners to crash as they were not able to control
the vehicle. Steering assist issues occurred mostly at vehicles around 85, miles. The last
problem we would like to highlight here has to do with the steering sensitivity. At least one
owner reported that the steering was very sensitive as it moves fast and non-precisely in his
miles vehicle. Cooling system problems were also common in the Ford Escape. Most of these
problems were related to either issue with the coolant consumption, water pump, or leaking. At
least ten owners reported that their Ford Escape vehicles consume too much coolant. This
problem occurred mostly at vehicles around 60, miles. Water pump failure was reported
frequently about this vehicle. This failure occurred suddenly while driving without any previous
warning signs. Electrical problems were reported by more than 30 owners of the Ford Escape.
These problems were related to issues with the battery, or horn module. Ten owners reported
having issues with a frequent dead battery at vehicles around 56, miles. The problem occurred
mostly at vehicles around 66, miles. In this section, we included information about what current
owners think of their Ford Escape Problems. I stopped car, turned engine off and restarted car
and everything is normal. I have had it back to the Ford dealer six times now for a solution to
the problem, but the problem still persists. They have tried numerous fixes within the wiring
harness without any success. This last time the car was with the dealer two weeks and they said
they replaced the wiring harness. I have had the car back now for four days and have had no
problems to this date. I hope it is fixed, but it seems like no one at Ford has the foggiest idea
about what causes the problem or how to correct it. It makes me wonder every time I pull out
into traffic if the vehicle will operate properly. If not, it could be a potentially dangerous situation
for myself, family, and other vehicles. Car pulls to the side during acceleration, it shifts very
hard like it is having transmission problems. Had it recalled 3 different times leaving me with a
rental car for weeks. The radio does not always turn off when I open the door to exit the vehicle,
sometimes it does, sometimes it doesn't. The rear lift gate doesn't always lock, it allows you to
open it but then the alarm goes off. You never know if the blue tooth system will connect to my
phone thru the speakers or thru privacy mode. Turning radius is horrible, and visibility is the
worst in any vehicle I have ever had. First there are more recalls on this car than any other one I
have had. The door latches stop working at least once a year. The seatbelts get jammed. The air
conditioning shuts off when it is too hot outside. The car runs smoothly enough, but will
overheat in high temperatures. I love the sun roof which is wonderful to have to look at the sky.
The touch screen for music is pretty neat. It also has control of the temperature, Bluetooth, and
phone. Most reported problems about the Ford Escape had to do with the engine, interior,
transmission, body and paint, steering, cooling, and electrical systems. Now you know what
type of information the Ford Escape would have, if you are a new shopper, you might need to
step back and think about the different problems and see if it is worth buying this vehicle. If you
are a current owner, it is good to know what type of problems you will face and how to resolve
them. If you got to a stage where the repair costs are getting super high, you might start
thinking of getting rid of this vehicle. Luckily, Cash Car Buyer can help you and buy any
unwanted vehicle despite its condition. Give us a call and get the details! Why Us? How it works
What we do Blog. All Rights Reserved. The Ford Escape may not have been the first compact
crossover, but it is a best seller with over 2 million hitting the streets over the last 12 years. So,
what can an all new Ford Escape bring to the party? The Ford Escape is a big departure from its
former old school boxy styling. This new global design is totally contemporary. It is wider,
longer, and lower than its predecessor with a wheelbase stretched to A large, panoramic
sunroof is optional. Ford continues to please with the overall design, functionality, and fit and
finish of their interiors. The Ice Blue Gauges are a funky arrangement with big exposed pods
and a large, center info screen. SE Radio controls are as confusing as in the Focus. Cargo
space also fairs well at We spent most of our time driving the new 1. Output is horsepower and
pound feet of torque, aided by direct injection and Twin Independent Variable Camshaft Timing.
A carryover horsepower 2. A front-drive 1. Through the back roads north of San Francisco,
California, the Escape felt much more car-like than the previous model. While not exactly
nimble, roll is subdued thanks to both front and rear stabilizer bars and the strut front and

multi-link rear suspension is more than willing. We also give Ford high praise for an incredibly
quiet cabin. The Electric Power Steering feels similar to other Ford products, with good, linear
action and on-center feel, while the transmission shifts smoothly. Working in conjunction with
Torque Vectoring Control and Curve Control, it helps improve handling on dry pavement, as
well as keep you out of trouble on slick roads. The Escape is an excellent overall package. So,
you can choose whichever Escape best fits your needs or budget. And, you will have to budget
wisely to put an Escape in your garage. No party is complete without that one guy who always
shows up the best dressed, is smarter than everyone else, and just happens to be good at
everything as well. The Ford Escape is that guy. And, we think it will stay there a while.
Sponsored By:. Watch Full Episodes. Vital Statistics Engine: 1. Find Showtimes. Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. I must say that the staff at Magic Auto
Sales Prestige were great. I walked in and left with a better car then the one I wanted. The staff,
especially Eddie, the finance manager, and Omar were kind, courteous, pleasant, respectful,
and knowledgeable. I definitely would recommend coming here for a used car. My experience
here was great. I sent a message with a few questions about the vehicle. I got a reply not
answering my questions but instead telling me to come down and test drive the vehicle. I
replied that would bot be an option if they could not even answer my questions. His reply was
the vehicle had sold. Then a couple days later he sent another message asking if i wanted to
come look at the van. I will choose a different dealer for my transaction. Had a great experience
with Volkswagen of Salem. The staff was friendly and helpful, got me into my dream truck at a
reasonable price and didn't hesitate to stay after hours to get all the paperwork and financing
done. All with a smile. They confirmed its availability and that it had navigation in a call. I rented
a car and traveled 1 hr to go see, test drive, and hopefully purchase. When I arrived, it did NOT
have navigation. They pushed me to buy an external navigation device, e. Complete waste of
time, tolls, and rental car cost. This place was the worst I drove 13 miles for nothing They
emailed me and were very professional. Eric Rand was very respectful and I explained to him
my situation, there was no pressure to test drive or buy. We are keeping in contact and
hopefully make a deal in future. Instead of performing minor repair, we were told to order part
from Amazon. Dealer did not go the extra mile to help us. Dealer contacted me right away,
however, they used the bait N switch technique. The car was listed for just under 8k and an hour
later they raised it to 12k. Very poor business practice, will never buy from them. Haven't met A.
J yet in person but he got me really happy and hopeful over our phone conversation and I can't
wait to meet him in person on Monday for our meeting on the Ford mustang. Great people , I
handle my purchase over the phone and my new truck is perfect, luv it, thanks guys. Great
experience, the whole team was friendly, responsive and transparent and Tyler did an excellent
job. The dealership was clean and it looked like everyone was taking good precautions. Dealer
made verbal contract with me I turned in all vehicle info to my bank and completed financing
The day we agreed to pay down payment and finish deal The dealer sold vehicle to local client.
Beware if you are out of town buyer!! Vehicle was not as advertised. Passenger side rear door
was heavily damaged. Salesperson said management was aware but didn't tell him. Wasted a 70
mile trip for absolutely nothing but a bad joke. Avoid this dealership. Friendlier than anyone
else I spoke to in the last month. Dealer was easy to work with Was very helpful in finding the
right car for me. All of the cars there have great deals. He went out of the way to be available for
an appointment. I am very pleased with the car I bought from this dealer. I would recommend
Autopeople LLC to friends and family. Very Quick Contact was interested but got a used car
from friend with less than 30k miles forway less that market value. Though it shares
underpinnings with the Ford Focus and C-Max hybrid, the Escape stands apart thanks to sleek
styling that marks a dramatic shift from its more utilitarian predecessor. Gone are the upright
grille and square body, replaced by a swept-back front end, sharp crease lines on the body and
a sloping rear roofline. During my test drive, most observers gave the design a nod of approval,
but some owners of the models suggested the vehicle had lost the rugged character they
favored. One step above the SE is the Escape SEL, home to upgrades such as leather
upholstery, heated front seats, and dual-zone climate control. In fact, the only common link
between the new and previous-generation models is a 2. Also new for is the zippy 1. Every
Escape features a standard 6-speed automatic transmission with a Sport mode. Regular octane
gasoline is recommended, though the EcoBoost engines deliver peak performance when
running on a liquid diet of premium-grade fuel. After hundreds of miles, including a good bit of
travel on Interstate 95, my lead foot and I recorded an average of As is the case with other
EcoBoosted models like the F and Ford Edge, my Escape test vehicle impressed with its
smooth and refined power delivery; when planting the gas pedal from a dead stop, there was a
slightly delayed response, but in normal driving the lack of lag made it easy to forget there was
a turbo under the hood. In this instance, Ford has not thrown out the welcome mat for lanky and

less svelte individuals. Rear-seat passengers are afforded greater legroom, but the lower
cushions are flat and lack thigh support. On the plus side, the doors open wide for easy access,
headroom is plentiful, the optional panoramic roof adds a sense of spaciousness, rear vents on
the console provide an extra degree of comfort, and a fold-down center armrest serves
double-duty with its 2 integrated cupholders. Other storage provisions include seatback and
door pockets, another 4 cupholders up front, and a few cubbies. Ford does offer a new
foot-activated power tailgate on SEL and Titanium models; the SE can be equipped with the
more common version using buttons on the keyless remote and instrument panel. The SYNC
with MyFord Touch infotainment system has gathered its share of critics, but the updated
version in models like the Ford Escape has been enjoying more positive press. After a week
using the technology in my test car, I can understand the appeal from the connected crowd, as
well as the grumblings from reluctant adaptors. On the surface, the system appears
mind-numbingly simple, with an ample touchscreen and intuitive commands that direct the user
to entertainment, climate, navigation and phone functions. In reality, I found myself forced to
tap multiple times to execute basic tasks such as scanning through satellite radio stations.
Text-to-speech technology allows SYNC to read incoming text messages aloud, and for those
times when you need web access on the road, a Wi-Fi hotspot can be set up between SYNC and
your Bluetooth-enabled smartphone. Contributing to such results are 7 airbags complemented
by a stability and traction control system as well as 4-wheel antilock disc brakes with electronic
brake assist. Less laudable were the wide rear pillars and large rear head restraints. Compared
to direct competitors such as the Chevrolet Equinox, Honda CR-V and Toyota RAV4, the all-new
Ford Escape leads the pack with the lowest base price, 3 engine options, the most efficient
pairing of power and all-wheel-drive capability up to 28 mpg with the 2. However, the CR-V
offers more cargo space and a better overall NHTSA crash-test rating, while the Equinox shines
with up to 32 mpg from its 4-cylinder engine and the longest powertrain warranty of the bunch.
The Escape, specifically, has recorded average reliability; early indications for the model
suggest that trend will continue. We'll help you find great deals among the millions of vehicles
available nationwide on CarGurus, and we'll provide you with dealer reviews and vehicle history
for each one. After all, over 30 million shoppers use CarGurus to find great deals on used cars
and new cars in their area. And when it's time to get rid of your old ride, sell your car simply and
securely on CarGurus. Once you're ready to narrow down your search results, go ahead and
filter by price, mileage, transmission, trim, days on lot, drivetrain, color, engine, options, and
deal ratings. And if you only want to see cars with a single owner, recent price drops, photos, or
available financing , our filters can help with that too. All Years to All Years. Radius 10 mi 25 mi
50 mi 75 mi mi mi mi mi Nationwide. Find a Ford Escape for sale near me Search Coronavirus
update: New contactless services to help keep you safe. Best deals first. CarGurus User.
Authorized Ford Dealer. Image Not Available. When planting the gas pedal from a dead stop,
there was a slightly delayed response, but in normal driving the lack of lag made it easy to
forget there was a turbo under the hood. Why Use CarGurus? Subscribe to receive new listings
for this search right in your inbox. This vehicle comes with our Buy With Confidence program.
Its perfect combination between size, equipment, and price has paved the way for a lot of happy
for customers. This particular vehicle was driven down in the lower mainland, Richmond
specifically, You wouldnt want to miss this BC driven Ford Escape in good used condition! Call
Binas at for information. This vehicle comes with all An incredible SUV, certified, loaded with
features- this is the one you've been looking for. Powered by a great 2. This great SUV is This
Escape is powered by a 1. This gre Recent Arrival! EcoBoost 1. White exterior with two tone
black and grey interior with heated seats. Excellent condition, drives great and has been well
looked after. Front and rear brake pads and rotors replaced Car is in excellent condition and
was regularly maintained. Very low mileage - less than 42, km. The Ford Escape is one of our
favorite small crossover utility vehicles, thanks to athletic driving We have been helping people
rebuild their credit for 45 years and can get you approvals other dealers This excellent example
of a CR Certified vehicle which offers a 1. Combined fuel economy offers 9. Three unique
features of the Escape are moon roof, remote start and sony stereo. Tech feature that set this
vehic Generously equipped with all the features you could ask for!! Apply online and get your
approval in place!!! Buy from home and save! During this time of social distancing AM Ford has
made it simple to take advantage of great promotions from Ford. Contact us now and one of our
online sales specialists will Equipped with a 2. Fully loaded 13 escape equipped with leather
seats, alloy wheels and AWD. Being part of the Go Auto family we offer access to more
inventory than any other dealer group in Alberta, no hidden fees on vehicle p Step into the Ford
Escape! Blurring highway lines with an exceptional merger of performance and opulence. Top
features include remote keyless entry, an outside temperature display, power windows, and
leather upholstery. Under the hood you'll find a 4 cylinder engine wit Reach millions of car

shoppers locally and nationally for free. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and
calculated that this vehicle is priced lower than the average making it a Great Price. We
analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated that this vehicle is priced a bit lower than
the average making it a Good Price. We analyzed similar vehicles in your area and calculated
that this vehicle is priced slightly higher than average making it a Fair Price. This vehicle may
be certified, include additional options, warranties making it Above Average Price. Contact
seller for details. Filter Results Ford Escape for sale in Canada. Certified Pre-Owned. Live Chat
Virtual Appraisal Home Test Drive Online Reservation 8. Buy Online Delivery SE SEL Titanium
Please enter a number between 0 and 10,, Must be greater than Min Price. Payment range.
Please enter a number between 0 and 1,, Min payment is required. Must be greater than Min
Payment. Max payment is required. Payment frequency. Credit rating. Hatchback 2. SUV Beige
1. Black Blue Brown 6. Charcoal 1. Dark Green 1. Dark Grey 3. Green Grey Light Green 2.
Maroon 1. Not Specified 1. Red Silver Unspecified White Must be greater than Min Kilometres.
All Wheel Drive 5. Front Wheel Drive 5. Gasoline 9. Automatic Manual 1. With Photos. With Price.
NEW Save Search. Get price alerts and new listings for this search right in your inbox! Your
email address Email Subscribe. By clicking 'Subscribe', you consent to receiving emails from
Trader Corporation. You also agree to our Privacy Policy and Terms of Use. Turn off. Filter
Results Click here to try again. Priority Listings. Mileage , km. Monthly Bi-weekly Weekly.
Contactless Services New. Mileage 56, km. Contactless Services New Instant Trade-in. All
Listings. Mileage 42, km. Mileage 83, km. Mileage 72, km. Mileage 27, km. List your car here! List
your car for free. Find your next car by browsing our extensive new and pre-owned Ford Escape
inventory from local Ford dealerships and private sellers. You can also compare prices, trim
specifications, options, reviews, scores and recall history of Ford Escape with similar vehicles.
View vehicle information. Browse listings by city Barrie. Richmond Hill. View more. Click on the
bi-weekly payment amount estimate to see Financing details. All new vehicles offered for sale
are being offered by registered motor vehicle dealers. View a list of all dealers and dealer
telephone numbers. Disclaimer Information: Please confirm with seller accuracy of information.
Mileage recorded at time of listing. Taxes and license are not included in listing price. Subscribe
for the latest car reviews, listings, products and more right in your inbox. Your email address
Subscribe. I can unsubscribe at anytime. I also agree to the Terms of Use and Privacy Policy.
Subscription complete! For the model, the Ford Escape gets a significant redesign. It now
positions itself as one of the better choices in the compact crossover segment, although it may
still have to face some competition. There is some European influence in the design of the Ford
Escape, which is based on a European compact crossover, Ford Kuga. The Ford Escape is
all-new and features attractive styling, two new engines, and many new tech features. Highlights
include two new turbocharged EcoBoost I-4s: a 1. The Escape also gets MyFord Touch and
Sync, as well as industry-first features like an optional tailgate that opens with a kick of the foot.
The Ford Escape sports an athletic chassis and eye-catching styling. Standard with the S trim
are inch steel wheels, while the SE trim has inch alloy wheels. A panoramic power sunroof, inch
wheels, and a power lift gate can be had as options on the SE trim. The SEL trim does not offer
much in terms of standard exterior features, except for heated side view mirrors. As an option,
however, a panoramic sunroof is offered individually, while an interior tonneau cover, roof rack,
and power lift gate are offered as a package. The Titanium trim offers a powerful engine and
inch wheels as standard. While options include a panoramic power sunroof and the Titanium
Technology package, which offers xenon headlights, roof rack, hands-free lift gate, interior
tonneau cover, and reverse park assist. The interior of the Ford Escape features impressive
materials and design. The size of the cabin, however, leaves much to be desired. Standard with
the S trim are power accessories, air conditioning, cruise control, MyKey parental controls, a tilt
and telescoping steering wheel and a six-speaker audio system that includes a CD player and
auxiliary audio jack. Notable options include a voice-command interface for the electronics and
steering-wheel controls for the audio system. The SE trim offers a keyless entry keypad,
reclining rear seats, steering-wheel audio controls, satellite radio, and a four-inch multifunction
screen as standard features. Options include a navigation system and automatic dual-zone
climate control. Compared to the previous Escape model, the Escape has a longer and wider
wheelbase, making it more spacious on the inside, while the shorter height makes it sleeker in
appearance. The SEL trim has standard automatic dual-zone climate control, leather upholstery,
heated front seats, eight-way power adjustable driver seat, ambient lighting, the MyFord Touch
user interface, and an improved nine-speaker audio system. Notable options for the SEL is the
navigation system, while the Technology package offers keyless entry and ignition, hands-free
lift gate, a speaker Sony sound system with HD radio, and reverse park assist. For the Titanium
trim, customers get standard keyless entry and ignition, leather upholstery, ambient lighting,
and a premium audio system from Sony. Notable options include the Parking Technology

package and a navigation system. The Ford Escape offers standard safety features that
compare well with any other compact crossover SUV. These include front-seat side airbags,
front and rear head airbags, knee airbag for the driver, child seat anchors, ventilated front disc
brakes, engine immobilizer, electronic brake force distribution, stability and traction control,
post-collision safety system, and tire pressure monitoring. Apart from all these the Ford Escape
has four-wheel anti-lock brakes, and the two front headrests and three backseat headrests are
height adjustable. In the compact crossover SUV category, the Ford Escape is the only model
with a choice of three types of engines. Given the competent Focus platform, the Ford Escape
provides excellent handling on curves, while body roll is controlled well. However, due to its
higher center of gravity and increased weight, the steering may not have the same feel as the
Focus. For the Titanium trim things are even better, since the superior inch tires provide better
grip, allowing better control when cornering. The ride feels tight and precise. The horsepower,
2. A six-speed automatic transmission with manual shift control is responsive on both the
front-wheel drive and the four-wheel-drive engines. The four-wheel drive is only available on the
EcoBoost engine. The 2. The more mainstream option, the 1. The Escape has also improved in
the fuel economy and technology departments, with some very creative technology features.
Performance suspension tuning and impressive engine choices add further to the allure of the
new Escape. One drawback of the Escape is the price tag. After the selection of desired options,
the Escape may end up being the most expensive crossover in its class. Also, if generous
passenger space and practical utility of the SUV is sought, the Ford Escape may not provide
significant value. Watch Originals. Join MotorTrend. Other years: Fair Market Price:? The actual
transaction price depends on many variables from dealer inventory to bargaining skills, so this
figure is an approximation. See All Specs. Ford Escape Expert Review motortrendauthor.
Expand All Sum Up. All Model Years Make Model Year. Vehicle History. Vehicle Listing Details.
Online listings are with approved credit. This pricing cannot be combined with any other offer.
We are not responsible for any typographical errors. We have the area's largest selection of
pre-owned vehicles at the lowest prices available, over in stock to choose from! Financing for
all credit tiers and extended warranties available. Please contact our sales department for more
information about this vehicle or the rest of our inventory. Call , view our website Open 7 days a
week! Powered by a TurboCharged 2. With this Front Wheel Drive SUV, enjoy near 30mpg on the
highway along with awesome response and agility in the turns plus is perfect for the
adventuresome showing off chrome exhausts and accents, rear spoiler, and fog lamps. Inside
our SE, enjoy voice-activated Ford Sync with available Sirius XM, ice blue lighting, a high-tech
instrument panel, and luxurious features throughout make you feel like a rock-star. Everyone
has plenty of room to relax and ride in comfort while plugging in their devices to their own
power points. Safety has never been better with the Ford with six standard airbags, Roll stability
control, SOS post-crash alert, tire pressure monitoring, and traction control all ensure your
safety on the road. MyKey lets you customize features such as speed and volume controls for
the young drivers of the family. Once behind the wheel, you will know this is one of the smartest
vehicles on the road today. Print this page and call us Now At Freehold Nissan we want you to
know that all our vehicles are priced at a competitive value position to the market. We use an
independent 3rd party software to research internet listings on all vehicles in the market so we
can ensure that our prices are the most competitive out there. We do this simply so people
choose us when they start searching for their next car. Want to see this car? Visit the URL
above and schedule a test drive brought to your driveway. All cars are disinfected. List prices
do not include taxes, registration, Shift Service fee, or optional Vehicle Protection Plan. You're
going to love the Ford Escape! This spectacularly designed vehicle challenges higher-priced
competitors in its class! A turbocharger is also included as an economical means of increasing
performance. Top features include front fog lights, variably intermittent wipers, heated seats,
and 1-touch window functionality. It features a front-wheel-drive platform, an automatic
transmission, and a 2 liter 4 cylinder engine. Our knowledgeable sales staff is available to
answer any questions that you might have. They'll work with you to find the right vehicle at a
price you can afford. Call now to schedule a test drive. Please continue for more information
regarding this Ford Escape SE. With exceptional power, towing and handling, this SUV can
handle anything thrown at it. Want to brave the road less traveled? You'll have the 4WD
capabilities to do it with this vehicle. Please continue for more information on this Ford Escape
SE with ,mi. Gone are the days of SUVs being the size of a tank and handling like one. This Ford
Escape is a perfect example of how SUVs have evolved into vehicles that are as refined as they
are rugged. Taking the road less traveled has never been more fun than with this 4WD. This
Ford Escape has such low mileage it has been parked more than driven. Ford has chosen to
concentrate on fuel economy, versatility and new technology with their new SUV. Small but
efficient turbocharged 4-cylinder engines and clever options like parallel parking assist

spearhead the effort to set the compact Ford apart from its competitors. A modern, distinct and
aerodynamic design also distinguishes the Ford from other small SUV's on the road. This model
sets itself apart with versatile and full of new technology, Compact, and efficient. Call Now!!
Please visit our web site at To set up an appointment for a test drive, feel free to contact our
sales team at Vehicle sold with 1 month or mile power train warranty. SEL 1. This vehicle has
good tires, has been fully serviced- new turbo, new wiper blades and oil change- this vehicle is
now in great condition and is ready for many more miles!!! Call us today, this vehicle won't last
long at this price! We are a family owned dealership committed to providing our customers the
best deals backed by outstanding service! Thank you for visiting another one of South Pointe
Chevrolet's online listings! Off-road or on the street, this Ford Escape SE handles with ease.
How often was the oil changed? Were important service intervals taken care of? You'll have the
records on this vehicles to know for sure. Although this Ford Escape SE is technically a
pre-owned vehicle, the clean and spotless interior could fool even the toughest critic. We look
forward to seeing you soon! Please call us for more information. South Pointe Chevrolet is
honored to present a wondreams! This For. Runs and drives great, power windows, locks, seat,
mirrors, CD, keyless entry, fog lamps, new body style SUV. All vehicles get a 5 day money back
guarantee and free carfax. Please call or text Sam at Please call or text Gilly at Please call or text
Seth at ,. From our Floor to your Door! Email - chat - phone - Face-time - text and we will deliver
your New or Used vehicle to your door! For most recently updated pricing and to view other
vehicles in our inventory please visit our website. Call Us Today! They understand that a
vehicle's value is determined by demand and availability, not by what we paid for it, or how long
we have owned it. Instead of inflating our prices and hoping to win a negotiating contest, we
perform a comprehensive search for similarly equipped vehicles in the marketplace up to miles
away to find the current market value so we can offer you the best deal up front with our no
hassle Posted Pricing. Please confirm the accuracy of the included equipment by calling us
prior to purchase. Popular searches. My notifications My Account. Save Search. Enter your ZIP
code to show only relevant vehicles for sale nearby. Search radius. Home delivery available.
Only show local listings. Year s. Engine Details Transmission Automatic 11, Manual 7. Cylinders
4 cylinders 7, 3 cylinders 1, 6 cylinders Fuel Economy. Vehicle Listing Details Recently added
listings. Listings with recent price drops. No accidents. Know The Deal. Price Drop. Showing 1 18 out of 12, listings. Overall Consumer Rating. Still lovin' it Three years and 21, miles have
gone by since buying this little SUV and we have had zero issues other than three, non-issue
and ridiculous recalls. It still has the original tires ContiProContact on it which are in good
condition; when the time comes I will probably get the same tire as they handle well, perform
well on snow and ice and are lasting very well. I bought a our Escape SEL with 13, miles on it.
We have had it for two years and it has around 35, miles now. But, the time I have had driving it
has been rewarding. Compared to the archaic, Jeep Cherokee Limited which it replaced, it is a
little larger, yet drives like a sports car. Steering is quick, as is acceleration, although there is
some lag before the turbo kicks in. I wouldn't want to make a habit out of pulling out in traffic
without adequate space. While some reviewers think it has a clunky, funky climate control
system, I find it simple and quite effective. The seat heat is second to none with 10 settings,
from warm to way hotter than I want to be! So far it has been an enjoyable vehicle, with the
exception of the misc. But, every time they send out a recall notice they expect you to make an
appointment and get it checked out, so that's a bit of a hassle. I beleive we have had 4 recall
notices I always wait until we need to take it in for an oil change and them let them check the
recall issue. I have owned a number of very fast sports cars; I find the 1. The handling of this
little SUV is really nice, the steering is quick and extremely responsive while the suspension
provides a firm, nimble ride. The brakes are very good, although touchy - requiring a light,
controlled foot. It handles packed snow and ice amazingly well, even while braking. Our average
gas mileage, for mixed city-highway is 26MPG; this has been the same from the day we got it
until now. We live about ten miles out of town, so we have highway driving and city driving in
fairly equal proportion. We have yet to take a road trip with it, but I suspect it should get MPG on
a mile trip through the Nevada desert, constantly going up hills and down hills at 70 - 80 MPH at
least that's what I'm hoping for. The only thing I would change is the lag time between stepping
on it and the turbo kicking in; it would be nice if that was zero. Update - Five years and ne
club car repair manuals
chevy s 10 rims
vw engine code location
arly 48, miles and I just installed a new battery last night. A hour job, unless you do them all of
the time. Other than the re-calls we have had to take the Escape in for, we have had zero
problems. The recall work has created a few problems which, so far have been fixed by the

dealer at no charge. Have a rattle in the console, near the radio that is probably due to one of
the recalls and the work they did. Going back and looking at the mileage I have been recording
for these reviews has me scratching my head, though! Zero issues. Still get right around 26MPG
mixed city and highway and have yet had the opportunity to take a long trip to know what the
true highway mileage would be. We're still running the original tires and brakes. Will probably
have to put new tires on before next winter. Runs like a top, regular oil changes, one new
battery, injector cleaning and a new set of Continentals are it for maintenance costs to date.
That's pretty hard to beat. Read more. Read less. Sign Up.

